
We now have a team of 3 people working on 
indexing archives and the illustrations here are 
from some of the material we have processed. We 
are still working on the David Padgham collection 
and recent donations include a ledger and 
maintenance record from, we think, Watneys for 
their pubs supplied and managed from the 
Hastings depot. 

During 2019 the work to stabilise the cave in the cliffs above Rock-a-Nore and the size of the crane 
involved caused comment. Diplock’s Hand-Book of 1846 mentions ‘Robinson Crusoe’s caves on the East 
Cliffs as being ‘accessible at all times’. These are the caves that were inhabited by an Irish family 
named Butler, ‘where far above the busy din of life, surrounded with animals of various kinds, without 
investment, knowing nothing of rent, rates or taxes, they have fixed for themselves a local habitation’.  
 

He goes on to talk about  ‘St Leonards Caves on the West Cliff beyond St Leonards Church can be 
viewed for a small fee ... and are worthy of inspection; they are of a considerable extent, contain 
several very neat apartments, and are inhabited by a family who get their living from showing the 
caves for a small fee. The principal and original excavation leads to a reservoir of water 300 feet under 
the cliffs, which supplies St Leonards’. Baines adds in his ‘Burton’s St Leonards’ that these were 
excavated by William Smith, whose family lived in them. “Smith was a milkman and on his tradesman’s 
card announced “ Milk from the Cow at the door”. 

As well as needing more Old Town 
Guides, we welcome volunteers for 
staffing the History House when open 
and helping with practical tasks.  
There are vacancies on the Council of 
Management where each member 
takes on a particular responsibility. 
Do get in touch if you are interested. 

 

You will find a reminder for subscription 
renewal included in this mail out. We are 
grateful for continuing support from our 

members . 
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